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Installation Notes

Follow these steps:

• Remove *emacs23*, if present:

  ```
  sudo apt-get remove emacs23
  ```

• Install these supporting packages:

  ```
  sudo apt-get install xaw3dg libjpeg62 libgif4
  ```

• Install *emacsen-common*:

  ```
  sudo apt-get install emacsen-common
  ```

• Download these packages:

  ```
  export arch=`dpkg --print-architecture`
  wget beastie.cs.ua.edu/hyperlatex/emacs22-common_22.2-0ubuntu9_all.deb
  wget beastie.cs.ua.edu/hyperlatex/emacs22-bin-common_22.2-0ubuntu9_$arch.deb
  wget beastie.cs.ua.edu/hyperlatex/libtiff4_3.9.5-2ubuntu1.8__$arch.deb
  wget beastie.cs.ua.edu/hyperlatex/emacs22_22.2-0ubuntu9_$arch.deb
  wget beastie.cs.ua.edu/hyperlatex/hyperlatex_2.9a-4_all.deb
  ```

• Run these commands:

  ```
  sudo dpkg -i emacs22-common_22.2-0ubuntu9_all.deb
  sudo dpkg -i emacs22-bin-common_22.2-0ubuntu9_$arch.deb
  sudo dpkg -i libtiff4_3.9.5-2ubuntu1.8__$arch.deb
  sudo dpkg -i emacs22_22.2-0ubuntu9_$arch.deb
  sudo dpkg -i hyperlatex_2.9a-4_all.deb
  ```

Happy! Happy! Joy! Joy!
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